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.The economic security of industrialised countries vri. ll in the 19Sc

and 199os continue to be seriously jeopardised through their

dependence on imported fuels .
While dependence <3n oil inports

..•ill decline as a percentage- of total energy consumption- ,
oil vriJ•

increasingl2r oe used in sectors of consumption where there are

no easy possibilities of substitution . And growing imports ox

natural gas vri.ll pose new ( although qualitatively less severe )

risIcs and problems for Western 2urope and Japan .
Oil import de

pendence ,
of course

,
vri. ll also be significantly greater in

those two regions than in ITorth America .

.Nevertheless ,
the economic security ri sits associated with fuel

imports represent a challenge to all industrialised countries -

a challenge which has to be met through cooperation between natior

as much as through national measures of adjustment and precaution.

'The reasons for this are as follows : economic and political intei

dependence ( in the double sense of interdependence between natior

and between issue areas ) will certainly continue at levels v/here

serious economic dislocations in some hey countries will affect

the economic well-being ,
and possibly the political and even

military security ,
of others

,
even if they are not directly af 

fected by the supply disruptions . Secondly, the adjustment costs

of supply disruptions can. be reduced if the burden is spread wide 

ly . Attempts to pass on the adjustment costs to others
,

ox1 refu

sal to help in their wider distribution
,
thus risk to produce

serious systemic failures . Thirdly ,
Sne important aspect of

energy insecurity has to do with systemic weaknesses : the increa

sed risi: s for industrialised countries represent not only greater

vulnerability ,
but also greater probability of serious crises ;

this, in turn
,
reflects a weakening of structures in and around

the international oil market .
This threat of structural fragmen

tation itself a spin-off from the declining power of the US in



tiie international system ,
can be countered only through extended

cooperation between industrialised countries.
,
and perhaps between

those countries and others
,

as well .

.Policies to meet those challenges to economic security thus have

to be designed and carried out jointly, although with due conside 

ration to differences in national positions .
And they have to

adress several issues : how to prevent supply disruptions from

appearing ,
how to cope with them with the least danage ,

and how

to strengthen the structures of the world oil market
,
and the po

litical structures in which this narlcet is embedded .
CzLsis pre

vention, crisis management and ' architecture of cooperation1

( though perhaps not necessarily 'global architecture ') will have

to be seen as interrelated dimensions of the tasks ahead .

.The following analysis adresses itself to a number of risks and

threats .
The categories used to distinguish them are a) the se

paration of specific
,
intentional versus diffuse .

undirected

threats
,
and b) threats along the ITorth-South axis of internatio 

nal relations versus the Sast-v/est axis . The energy sources con

sidered are oil and natural gas ; coal and uranium do not appear

to pose serious risks to economic security . Diffuse threats to

energy security with a North-South character are
,
for example ,

political disruptions in the Kiddle 2ast with a direct bearing on

oil errports ,
or turmoil in one or more key CP2C states in general

This type of threat probably poses the most difficult problems -

for they are least amenable to political conflict-solution
,
most

likely to produce results which are detrimental for all countries

involved
,
and least calculable in terms of duration and evolutio

of disruptions .
Diffuse threats along the 3ast-V/est axis

,
on the

other hand, appear relatively unlikely .
An example could be serbu

upheaval in Eastern Europe leading to sabotage against gas pipe 

lines froB the USSR to western Europe .
It seems likely that the



Soviet union or national authorities would be able to quell this

kind ox disruption fairly easily .(Note that the pipeline network

to Western Europe so far has skirted Poland ) . Specific threats

alone the East-West axis
,
on the other hand, cannot be ruled out

Examples for this are deliberate interference by lioscow with gas

supplies to V/estern Europe or East-West conflict over oil e:cports

from OPEC states
, particularly from the C-ulf area .

Both these

scenarios do not hold a high probability and are conceivable only

within the context of a serious deterioration of East-West rela

tions ; the incentives to the "JoSE to avoid confrontation and to

( OO c'Y tyx JL. ClU tJL*

seek political solutionT~W oo maintain supplies of gas are con

'

id bl ifi th t l he or - ou ai s wou con
. p g

prise the use of oil supply cutbacks and/or embargoes by-OPEC

e:q?orters for specific objectives - a change in terms of. supplies

( prices , quantities ) of oil and gas ,
a solution tò the Israel

Arab conflict ( likely onl ;/ in the case of renewed hostilities

between Israelis and Arabs)or, perhaps ,
some highly ideological

ly motivated lashing-out against the West. Such types of threat

appear to be much more amenable to political solutions and more

predictable . The rationality of the actors would introduce an

element of caution against developments which would affect all co

cerned negatively ; since cooperation of • several states would pro

bably be necessary to achieve' the desired effect
,
the element of

caution vn.ll be reinforced through the need to find a common de

nominator of action . The most likely such scenario, the use of

supply cutbacks to enforce economic demands
,
also seems most ea

sily capable of accomodation ; the disruptive implications are

likely to be contained through the overall decline of OPEC market

power at least in the case of oil . Pinally ,
there is the pos

sibility of a threat combining all elements - specific and diffus

East-Vest and ITorth-South. This could cone about in a two-stage



process ,
with the first stags consisting of tunnoil in the Gulf,

and the second direct confrontation between East and West over

such a crisis . This could affect both oil and gas supplies to

the West from the Gulf. , .and could lead tp e::plicit Soviet tlire at

with respect to (remaining ) oil eirports from the 'Gulf and to gas

e::ports from the Soviet Union .

5. Looking nov at elements of crisis management, the industrialized

defence and adjustment to supply disturbances : spreading the

shortfall among as many countries as possible, stepping up alter

native supplies ,
substitution through fuel-switching use of stock

and demand constraint .
The task of adjustment is complicated by

the fact that the threat - at least in the case of oil - does not

only come from the supply, shortfall itself . but also from price

increases it could produce .
In the case of gas ,

there are limit

to possibilities of spreading the shortfall anong consumer count

ries - limits inherent in the functioning of the natural gas mar

ket which, is strongly regionalised .
Within Western Europe ,

the

possibility exists
,
however --,

- both through e:cistir. g infrastructu

( the European pipeline grid ) and through contracts which often

tie several consumers to one producer ( particularly with respect

to supplies from the Soviet Union ) . In Japan, on the other hand

the shortfall would have to be absorbed nationally - but the care

fui diversification ox sources of supply and the fact that most

natural gas is used in electricity generation should make the bur

den of adjustment manageable . ( The US will only be marginally

dependent on gas imports and thus does not have real problems ) .

epp ng up a pp

Europe to a significant degree - although surge capacity is con

centrated in the Netherlands and will decline as production from

the Groenixigen .field declines . The ability to. switch fuels

also -exists in both Europe and J2*0an : a sifmificant share of



natural gas sales in Europe is based on interruptible contracts
,

which, implies the capacity to change from gas to other fuels
,

mostly oil, if deliveries are temporarily suspended .
The Japanese

have implicit fuel-switching capacities through the concentration

of natural gas consumption in power stations
, although the abili 

' 1 i t d f th rces of ener

might have tp be improved . Stocks
,
on the other hand

,
have so

far only limited utility in the case of serious supply disruptions

as reservoirs are mostly needed to cope with seasonal fluctuations

of demand . Storage capacity is being e : ;pandod, however ,
with

some small margin for sccuritypurposes in the offing .

.In the case of oil
,
crisis management procedures are internatio

nally coordinated through the International Energy Agency and the

European Commission . Beyond a critical shortfall level of 7 'j of

oil imports for the group or for individual member countries
,
the

following measures are envisaged , depending on the severity of

disruptions : demand restraints
,
draw-down ofemergency stocks

,

and distribution of available oil among member states according

to a detailed calculation of supply rights . The market structure'

tends to distribute shortfalls -widely , although recent changes

( proliferation of companies involved
,
more precise restrictions

on destination in OPEC e ::port. contracts ) have undoubtedly reduced

market flexibility. The emergency system has so far been tested

only in trial runs ; it was not activated in the two real disruption

after 1974- - the Iranian revolution and the C-uIf war oil crises.

In both crises, however
,
the lEApLayed a role - in vain

,
in turn e

out
,
in the second oil crisis

, successfully ( though T. .ith a lot

of luck ) in 198o . Some surge capacity will undoubtedly be

available
, although this capacity will continue to be located

primarily in OPEC states
, putting a question mark behind the

willingness of suppliers to step up production . The key country

is this respect is, of course
,
Saudi Arabia. Ilenbers of the IEA
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and the EC are obliged to maintain emergency stocks corresponding

to a level of 9o days- of consumption or imports ,
"but in practise

the coverage of supply disruptions through emergency stocks

differs widely : most of the stocks are integrated with commercial

petroleum stocks
,
which cannot "be depleted fully without impair

ing the functioning of the distribution system * Preparations for

demand restraint are of different quality ; their implementation

raises difficult political issues .
Ilorecver

, price signals and

the growing concentration of oil in non-substitiitable sectors of

consumption have undoubtedly tended to r.elt some of the fat which

previously e::isted and provided some additional margin of fle :d.T

bility .
Possibilities for fuel-switching also e: :ist

, particular

ly in power stations, but also in industry .(The possible conver

sion to coal will not affect this ability , although it would then

consist in an ability to switch to_ oil if coal supplies were se 

verely curtailed ) .

7.How adequate are these mechanisms as a defence against supply in

terruptions ? In the case of natural gas , problems '. -.all come to

the fore in the 199os ,
when dependence of several European sour'

ries on Soviet supplies will reach 50 c, j or more, in some case

paralleled by similarly high levels of dependence on Algerian

gas ,
and Dutch surge capacity will decline .

In the'9os ,
and

beyond, several weaknesses of the present defensive mechanisms

could become apparent :
'

surge capacity might be too small to. ensu

re adequate protection ,
its activation for prolonged periods and

its distribution might no longer sufficiently be handled by the

companies since issues of distribution of adjustment costs are

involved . The width of the European gas network might turn out

to be smaller than desirable ( although the inclusion of Scandi

navia and perhaps" even Britain would help ) .
Fuel-switching might

turn out to be oriented too much towards the combination oil/gas ,

both of which might well be affected "by disturbances ,
or possible
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disturbances
,
simultaneously .

Demand restraint opportunities

could also turn out to be insufficient to avoid economie and socia

dislocations in several .European countries - although it must be

said that the dimension of those problems would be qualitatively

different from those in the case ox oil supply disruptions . Be 

sides, enhanced storage capacity could offer an additional measu

re of security .
In sun

,
the possible risks appear reasonably ma

nageable - provided precautions are taken in time and political

arrangements are established during the period ahead .
There is

considerable breathing space ,
chicli ought to be utilised con

structively . .
..

8-The assessment of the quality of protective measures cannot be

as sanguine in the case of oil .
For one thing ,

the effectiveness

of the IEA amergency allocation scherno is still open to doubt ;

a former high US official has recently qualified it as wir.dow-

dressing ,
as a "cosmetic" device . Secondly ,

the fact that the
<1

scheme adresses supply disruptions of great proportions only has

turned out to be a serious draw-bach .
The " sub-crisis"of 1979/So

has resulted ( so far ) , according to OEGD calculations ,
in

losses of about 5 C'° oi the combined G-IiP of the industrialised

countries in 198o and of close to 8 % in 1981
p

- and those cal

culations do not tal:e into consideration the longer-term effects,

the impact on non-CECD countries . and even some of the immediate

costs of the price   increases of 1979/3o .
Also neglected are the

consequences for the fabric of the world economy ,
which could as

yet turn out to be- very severe- .
Particular problems with regard

to the crisis management instruments appear to lie in a near-to 

t l lack of a reement and even of a strategy of how to use them -

in particular, how to use stocks -
This is all the more critical

since the US government has recently abolished most of the other

instruments of crisis management ,
and thus relies now* almost e::-



clusively on stockpiles and market mechanisms to deal with supply

disruptions .
There can be no question, however

,
a s oc s

the key element in the defensive mechanisms available to the in

dustrialised countries T
not least because stocks have so far dis

played a tendency to aggravate market tensions . Reliance on mar

ket mechanisms
,
which is now visible in the reluctance of the

German and the US governments to consider a strategy for "sub-cri

ses" à la 1979/So and their emphasis on flexibility and ad-hoQ-

decisicns and consultations
,
seems inadequate : after all, it wa

market mechanisms which in 1979/8o produced the colossal costs

and the as yet not fully definable damage to international struc

tures .

A lot needs to be done to strengthen crisis management instrument

in the industrialised countries - this conclusion is hard to avoi

This need not be confined to a clear notion of how to use stocks

in an emergency, and perhaps also their eirpansion and re-arrange

ments to achieve a more realistic protection .
Fiscal measures ,

allocation arrangements ,
volume controls

,
and improved stand

by and demand restraint measures could also be used tc strengthen

defenses . If this cannot be achieved
,
then the temptation to

try to remove supply constraints through other steps will grow .

This e :rfcernalisation of adj'v.stment co sts could tal:e various forms

all highly risky : attempts to remove the supply disruptions

through militai intervention
,

to pass on the burden of adjust

ment to others through reliance on economic and political power

or through appeasement and sauve-qui-peut tactics .
But if better

coordination and preparation of crisis-management capabilities

are essential - they are not sufficient to reduce threats to we

stern economic security .

The two other important tasks faced by the industrialised world

are crisis-prevention and a building of more viable structures in

and around the world oil market - Gome parts of this task are de-
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pressingly familiar : the Israeli-Arab conflict
,
one major sour

ce of tensions and instability in the area
,
will have to oe

brought on the way to a solution acceptable to a majority "^-e

Arab world . This would renove important constraints on the free

dom of manoeuvre of conservative Gulf monarchies - both vis-a-vis

their peoples and in terns of cooperation with the West .
Insta

bility 'in the Gulf has noi'-; acquired the dimensions of another
,

durable focus of conflict and instability - and so far, the West

has been unable to do much more than watch the unfolding of the .

Iran-Iraq war- .
To reverse trends towards fragmentation and in

creased potential for conflict in the whole of the Kiddle 3ast

is a herculean task - but it has to be undertaken .
Some indica

tion of how that might be done can be provided by the period of

relative stability in the Kiddie Sast from 1974- to 1973 . This

relative stability was made possible by a number of positive fac

tors : some sense of movement
,

and of optimism ,
about the Is 

raeli conflict ; a preponderance of moderate forces in close co

operation : a concentration on economic and social development

at home made possible ( or so it was thought ) through the vastly

increased amounts of oil revenues
,
and a preparedness to seel:

political solutions to e:mL sting conflicts .
ITeedless to say ,

conditions have deteriorated enormously since then - but possibi

lities to attempt to build viable domestic and regional structure

of cooperation still exist .
-

11.One area which has to be given attention in this respect is the

oil market itself . There are a number of indications that the

longer-term trends in this market have been decisively reversed.

E:-cport markets for OPZC countries might well decline throughout

the 198os , although this does not exclude cyclical fluctuations,

perhaps exaggerated by politically-induced crises .
Still : the

odds are that structurally OPEC markets will decline
,
with impor

tant implications for oil revenues . The relative decline in GPIX



exports will also imply a decline in OPZC s share of the world

energy markets and a shift in patterns of trade towards non-oil

developing countries .
This will have important implications for

CPICC '
s market power ,

for OPIoC oil revenues and for the economic

and political stability of individual producer countries. It ré-

mains to "be seeri how demand - and supply-related elements ox

market contraction interact : on tli® one hand
,
dl e :rports of

several OPEC members will fall as a result of declining reserve

positions and increasing indigenous demand ; on the other hand,

demand in the importing countries will also . decline .
Constraint

011 0P2C members resulting from lower revenues have already becon

apparent ,
and are likely to increase over the coming years ,

particularly in countries affected both by declining crrport avai

lability and eroding real prices - Some of those countries ( Alg

ria, Indonesia ; will perhaps be able to compensate1 the loss 01

oil income through sales of natural gas ,
but it would not be su

prising to see some of the peripheral OPEC members ( ITigéria, .

Indonesia, Algeria , 3quador ) or other oil exporters ( Oman ) ex

p

could well pro "uce supply disruptions . Moreover, it would add

to pressures of mare^t instability as those countries will be -

reluctant to forego opportunities to push up prices . or ~c co

operate ( and share in the burden ) oft price stabilization . The

other important development in the oil market • .•ill be increasing

concentration of export capacities in the Gulf
,
thereby exacer

bating the risks of instability emanating from this region .

All this suggests that the oil market of the 193os and 199'os sou

.

develops, in a direction favourable to consumers ? In my .judgenen

it certainly does. For one thing ,
market instability could well

lead to political upheavals in tlia Gùlf region ,
with, dangerous
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implications for supplies ,
and for tlie geopolitical balance and

.

stability in this area of the world - which
,
after all, has both

Superpowers closely involved . Secondly, market instability is

likely to be associated with very large economic and social costs :

oil, through the volurie and value ox this market
,
is a commodity

of a .very special character . Third, the energy transition from

oil will be compromised by erratic price movements - witne.ss the

impact of an after all very modest decline in res.1 oil prices

during I98o and 1981 or, synthetic fuel programmes .

3. T.ihat strategies could be pursued to achieve a greater stability

and predictability of market conditions in the oil business ?

Efforts to reduce dependence on OPPC oil are certainly important

in this
, although it would be important not to overshoot the tar

get ,
since this would imply very large economic inefficiencies .

Some of those inefficiencies in resource allocation are unavoidab

le in the sense of a political insurance premium ,
but overinsuran

ce would be costly . Secondly, possibilities of closer cooperation

with 0P3C countries
, particularly in the C-ulf

,
could be eirplored.

It should not be forgotten that Saudi Arabia, played a decisive

role in both the 1979/8o and l98o/1 supply disruptions - lack of

Saudi cooperation helped to produce huge price increases
,
full

cooperation in 193o/l contributed to a. .happier ending of the 193c

disruptions .
I recognise the problems of cooperation *. .~itk CPZC,

or individuai 0P3C members
,
but both industrialised countries

and oil eirporters share an interest in stable oil markets : this

might provide a starting point for closer cooperation .
k third

strategy might consitt in efforts to r-educe the links between.-

the world oil market and domestic markets ( the US did this for a

long period in the postwar era ) . Piseal measures could be used

in theory to introduce a cushion between world market disruptions

and the .
domestic economy - Politically, however

,
this would pro

bably very hard to implement .
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Heturning to the originisi assessment of threats
,
it is clear

that improved crisis management abilities would "be important with

regard to all the different types of threat . Specific threats

are also less likely to materialise with adequate crisis manage

ment capabilities which would probably have a certain deterrent

value . Specific threats along the Horth-South a:d. s are ,
in any

case ,
not the greatest problem .

If they should materialise . they

would require political crisis management with energy measures as

a collateral . Specific threats along the 3ast-Uest aiiis are probab

ly more serious but the deterrent effects of adequate crisis pre 

cautions are also likely to be more significant .
The management

of such a crisis would again involve other aspects than energi

security instruments . which are beyond the scope of this paper .

Here
,

as in the case of other specific threats
,
crisis management

capabilities to deal with supply shortfalls will
,
if properly de

veloped , buy time and flexibility ,
and demonstrate alliance co

hesion .
If implemented inadequately ,

however
, they might signal

'

vulnerability and weakness to the other side ; and the disarray

v.rould probably also seriously erode alliance cohesion .
Those weak-

"

nesses would even be important in a situation of diffuse threat :

consumer disarray in 1979/3o certainly encouraged individual C?3C

countries to e :rploit the opportunities for price increases .

Are efforts directed at enhancing the structural stability ef the

oil market also conceivable along the 3ast-l ; est amis ? Specifical 

ly ,
are talks with the Soviet Union about matters of energy secu

rity and stability desirable or even possible ? Hy answer' would be :

yes - provided such talks are approached with caution and .justifiab 

le confidence .
The rationale for such talks lies in the high risks

involved in Superpower confrontation ever the G-ulf
,
which give

both sides a common interest in avoiding risks of confrontation .

Hcaningfull discussions would be possible, however
, only if cri

sis management capabilities arc adequate and if dependence on
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Gulf oil can be reduced to manageable proportions .
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